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Howdy all,
We had 31 shooters join us for six stages written by Pasco Trace.
He had written the NV Two Step in but was talked out of it by JJ
when I had left the pavilion. So much for a challenging stage!
Thanks for the crew that set up the range as Pasco was doing his other job collecting
fees from you fine people! It was pretty hot and we had lots of water with plenty of ice
thanks to Drifter John. We have electrolyte replacements ( Emergenc) under the pavilion
and you would be wise to pick up a packet or two and drink them during the day. We
don’t need anyone falling out because they didn’t take care of themselves!! We had
Rambling Renegade, who came to the new shooter orientation that Drifter John put on
last weekend shoot with us and he seemed to have a ball. Mug Shot who shot with us
last month shot for the first time shot the match clean, congrats amigo!!!
The new shooter orientation went very well with a number of guests showing up to be
schooled on the fine art of cowboy shooting. To me the best part was the club
participation. All of you that gave up your time and hard to come by ammo should pat
yourselves on the back for a job done incredibly well!! The add that Drifter John placed
in the RGJ worked well. It was the first time we have tried anything like that and we
will do it again next year. Drifter John put the whole thing together and you should all
thank him for all his hard work. I had the job of cooking lunch for the crew, which was
by far the simplest job of the day.
Brazos and I went out the day before the June Roop monthly match and rebuilt the shade

covers that Dan Simpson removed from bays 10, 11, and 12. Dan had them moved down
to our new long range and they got pretty beat up in trans port. If you look at the ones
we have on the rest of our bays you will notice that the way they were put together they
weren’t meant to be moved!! They were pretty shaky when we looked at them and the
only way we would have them to use in the future we would have to fix them up. It took
us all day, but we got the job done. Towards the end of our day Dan stopped by to see
how we were doing. He was pleased with our progress and his parting comment was “
that we needed to get with Rudy and decide where we want the covers to be placed
permanently. That was music to my ears and we should have a long-range program up
and running fairly soon!!!
July brings us the long anticipated return of Fernley Stock. Make plans to join us on the
range for a long weekend of fun and frivolity. We haven’t made any plans for the
weekend except for Washoe and Ruby’s first annual Hawaiian shirt shoot on Sunday.
Roop County Days is fast approaching and we have had some changes in management.
We need all members to support our club and join in on the fun. There are lots of chores
big and small that need to be done and as soon as Shootout on the Comstock is
completed we will be jumping in with both feet, so to speak. We will be having an
organizational meeting after the Roop Monthly match. Please make plans on attending.
There is a large group of us going down to Morro Bay in August to shoot the SASS
Western Regional. In fact, there are so many of us going that we need some folks who
aren’t joining us to run the entire August Roop monthly Match. We will discuss this
during our July Monthly match.
The grace period is over and if you haven’t paid your annual dues you will be charged
non-member prices in July. You are more than welcome to pay them at the next match
without penalties.
See you all on the range,
Jasper

One of our new targets……
Looks just like a real
Cowboy!!!

ROOP June Monthly Match

The Real BERT and ERNIE,
Less Big Bird.

